A kind of improved method, applied to Hangzhou Songcheng theme park tourism income and found that are known in the simulation and prediction of the value, regional value of grey model to predict the smaller fuzzy time series forecasting is proposed in this paper. The prediction formula is simple and convenient, and it is easy to calculate. The error rate of historical simulation is small, and the main idea of forecasting data is a kind of method which can be trusted.
Introduction
Random, lack of relevant parameters, widespread imprecise information and other factors, the stochastic theory is difficult to effectively solve the tourism revenue forecasting problems. The tourism literature [1] revenue forecast problem is considered as a grey system, the application of GM (1,1) grey model prediction of Hangzhou Songcheng theme park tourism income, can not only predict the history the data, but also for the short and medium term unknown year data prediction is feasible method to research this problem. Song [2, 3, 4] took the college entrance rate as fuzzy system, said university enrollment data by fuzzy language, fuzzy time series is proposed for the first time, and proposes a fuzzy time series model is applied to prediction of University of Alabama admission rate. The frequency domain based on density divided by literature [5] , and first proposed the concept of fuzzy number inverse The application of the model proposed by University of Alabama, enrollment rate prediction for the smaller 0.57%; literature improved [6] literature [5] model, has the same problem as small 0.47%; [7] further improved the model of literature, has the same problem as 0.34% smaller, has a very high accuracy. But these models do not for the prediction of the unknown mentioned years of data. The [8] does not use [5, 6, 7] to document the method for domain partition, but directly use the historical data of the year by year and year by year percentage percentage difference, set up a domain, the inverse fuzzy number concept should paste use literature [5, 6, 7] , reestablishing fuzzy time series prediction formula. A new prediction model of NFTSFM (New Fuzzy Time Series Forecasting Model), the same problem is very small 0.27%, not only the history Data simulation and prediction precision is high, and NFTSFM literature [8] to predict unknown data. This paper on reference [8] method for small modifications, improved fuzzy time series forecasting model IFTSFM (improved fuzzy time series forecasting model) is proposed. IFTSFM re research in literature [1] using GM (1, 1) grey model of Hangzhou Songcheng theme park tourism revenue forecast, the historical data to predict the, IFTSFM than GM (1,1) model smaller. When applied to predict unknown data and forecasting data of IFTSFM need decision to participate in and embodies the dominant ideology.
Basic Concept
Definition1. If the time series data is represented by fuzzy data, then it is called fuzzy time series.
Definition2. Set the real number set U={U1, U2,... , Un} and W2, W={W1,... , Wm} is the 2 domain.
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It is known as the U and W on the number of fuzzy. Definition3. Set the real number set U= {U1, U2,... , Un} and W2, W={W1,... , Wm} is the 2 domain.
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It is known as the inverse fuzzy number corresponding to U and W. Definition4. Annual count of tourism revenue series I2, I1,... , In, year by year as a percentage of
Definition5. Annual count of tourism revenue series I2, I1,... , Fi, In is a predictive value, and the prediction error rate is defined as
Average Forecasting Error Rate is:
The Concrete Application Steps of IFTSFM
Step 1 set up 3 domains. I= {I1, I2,... , In}, tourism revenue year by year percentage of the domain U= {U2, U3,... , Un} and the percentage of piecewise domain W={W1, W2,... Wm} Step2 establish the prediction formula of IFTSFM.
Step3 apply IFTSFM to predict the study.
Prediction of Tourism Revenue of Songcheng Theme Park in Hangzhou
In the literature [1] gives the tourism income of Songcheng Hangzhou theme park as shown in Table 1 . 
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Establish the prediction formula of IFTSFM Define 6 prediction formula as Table 2 . Now is applied in the prediction of equation (8) to calculate the 201020112012 in each of the forecast data, results are still filled with such as Table 2 . Calculated average prediction error rate of AFER =1.69%.
Summary
Song Cheng theme park built from so far, there is no after market cultivation period, but directly enter a period of rapid growth. Illustrate the idea of the project is very novel, and tourists demand extremely fit, get people enthusiastic participation. But uncertainty about the ups and downs of the growth in the number of tourists, to the income prediction difficult.
IFTSFM formula for the prediction of the structure is extremely simple, is not only simple in calculation, and the computation is small. Especially when the expected to happen and has happened significant positive or major bad, adjusting the segment on the value of the elements in the domain can be quickly calculated may alter the forecast data to decision makers to make quick decisions.
IFTSFM a short-term prediction model, the effectiveness better. Due to historical data simulation to predict the average prediction error rate AFER is very small makes people to bring to the subject in the prediction accuracy of the prediction data about the unknown in a good expected by application of IFTSFM. Especially for belonging to the application of GM (1, 1) model subject to historical data simulation and prediction of prediction error is large (for example AFER more than 5%) when, you can consider the use of IFTSFM.
